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Abstract 
In this paper, the authors propose a new structured multisignature scheme that considers the signing 
order among co-signers. The proposed scheme can resolve signing structures of serial, parallel, and the 
mix of them. Moreover, the size and the verification of a structured multisignature is the same as those 
of an individual signature generated by any co-signer. Arithmetically, the proposed scheme makes use 
of the Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) signature scheme recently presented by Boneh, Shacham, and Lynn. 
Due to the underlying GDH group, our scheme has the merits of simplicity in construction and 
efficiency in performance. 
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1 Introduction 

A multisignature scheme is a digital signature scheme that allows multiple signers to generate a 
single signature in a collaborative and simultaneous manner [3, 11]. In some applications, co-signers in 
a signing group may associate with different roles/ positions and therefore have different management 
liabilities and authorization capabilities. Thus, multisignatures generated by the same group of 
co-signers with different signing orders often imply different meanings. Some workflow management 
systems have addressed this concern in literature [5, 6], in which a multisignature has to be checked 
against the organizational structure of the signing group. Otherwise, the multisignature will be 
considered as invalid and thus invalidate the outcome of workflow process. In this paper, we refer to 
such multisignature scheme as the structured multisignature scheme. Besides the signature 
authenticity and message integrity, the signature verification of a structured multisignature has to 
further assure that the signing structure among co-signers is strictly followed. 

In previously proposed structured multisignature schemes, Mitomi and Miyaji proposed two 
schemes that respectively based on discrete logarithm problem and integer factorization [10]. In [4], 
Kotzanikolaou et al. specified an attack against the Mitomi-Miyaji’s discrete logarithm based scheme 
and proposed a modification. However, their modification is not secure as addressed in [9]. In [1], 
Burmester et al. proposed a scheme extended from an ElGamal-like signature scheme. Their scheme is 
effective but requires two rounds of structured signing to generate a valid multisignature. In [7], Lin et 
al. proposed an identity-based structured multisignature scheme. Unfortunately, Lin et al.’s scheme has 
a security flaw as specified in [8]. 

Recently, Boneh, Shacham and Lynn proposed a new signature scheme based on the Gap 
Diffie-Hellman (GDH) problem [2]. In addition, they made use of pairings on elliptic curves to realize 
the GDH group and design a concrete signature scheme, in which the signature size is efficiently 
reduced to 160 bits for equivalent security to a 320-bit DSA. In this paper, we will extend Boneh et 
al.’s GDH signature scheme to a structured multisignature scheme. The proposed scheme has the 
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following characteristics: 
i) The signing structure among co-signers can be effectively verified via multisignature 

verification. 
ii) The size of multisignature is the same as that of any individual signature generated by a 

co-signer, i.e. 160 bits [2]. 
iii) The size of multisignature is fixed regardless of the number of co-signers. 
iv) Partial structured multisignatures created during multisignature generation can be publicly 

verified.  
v) The verification algorithms used in verifying the structured multisignature and all partial 

multisignatures are the same as that used to verify the individual signature generated by 
any co-signer. 

 
2 The Gap Diffie-Hellman signature 

Firstly, we review the definitions of the GDH problem and the GDH group. Then, we recall the 
GDH signature scheme proposed by Boneh et al. [2]. Assume G is a multiplicative cyclic group with 
order q, and g is a generator of G. The decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH) and the 
computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CDH) in G are defined as: 
Decisional Diffie-Hellman – For *,, qZcba ∈ , given Ggggg cba ∈,,, , decide whether abc = . 
Computational Diffie-Hellman – For *, qZba ∈ , given Gggg ba ∈,, , compute Gg ab ∈ . 

As for the GDH problem, it is defined as that the DDH problem is easy while the CDH problem 
is hard. Moreover, G is a GDH group if the DDH problem can be easily solved while the CDH problem 
is computationally infeasible in G. As in [2], we define the four-tuple of parameters ( abba gggg ,,, ) 
that satisfies the DDH problem as a valid Diffie-Hellman tuple.  

Let H be a full-domain one-way hash function, where }1{\}1,0{: * GH → . Boneh et al.’s GDH 
signature consists of three algorithms: key generation, signature generation and signature verification, 
stated as follows. 
Key generation: For a signer u, his secret key *

qZx∈  is selected at random and his public key is 
computed by xgv = . 
Signature generation: For a message m, u generates the signature σ  by computing xmH )(=σ . 
Signature verification: For a message m and the signature σ  generated by u, the verifier checks if 

)),(,,( σmHvg  is a valid Diffie-Hellman tuple.  
 
3 The proposed scheme  

Before addressing the details of our structured multisignature scheme, we give the notations of 
the signing structure as follows. Assume },...,,{ 21 nuuuQ =  is a group of co-signers giving structured 
multisignatures. As in [7], we define the signing structure Λ  for Q as a directed graph with all 

Qui ∈  as real nodes and 0u  and ∝u  as two dummy nodes, where 0u  denotes the starting node 
and ∝u  the terminal node. A directed edge pointing from au  to bu  implies au  has to sign 
immediately before bu . For example, in Figure 1, (a) is a serial signing structure, (b) is a parallel 
signing structure, and (c) is a mixed structure. In Figure 1(c), 3u  has to sign after 2u  and in advance 
to 4u  and 5u . Moreover, we denote prev( iu ) as the set of nodes directly precede to iu  in Λ . Thus 
for example in Figure 1(c), prev( 1u )={ 0u } and prev( 5u )={ 1u , 3u }. 
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Figure 1 – signing structure 
 

The system parameters, e.g. q, G, H, etc., are as defined in the Gap Diffie-Hellman signature 
scheme. The proposed scheme consists of four algorithms: key generation, multisignature generation 
and multisignature verification, stated as follows. 
Initialization: For each signer iu  in the system, his secret key is selected at random that *

qi Zx ∈ , 
and his public key (certified by the Certificate Authority) is computed by ix

i gy = , thus Gyi ∈ . 
Verification key generation: Assume all Qui ∈  agree upon a structured signing structure Λ , the 
signature verification key for each of them is generated as follows. Let 10 =v  be the multiplicative 
identity in G. Each Qui ∈  generates his/ her individual signature verification key iv  in accordance 
with Λ  as: 

i
ij

x
juprevui vgv )( )(∏⋅= ∈ . 

Finally, the verification key for Q is juprevuQ vv
j

∏=
∝∈ )( . Anyone can verify the authenticity 

of iv  by checking if ),,,( )( ijuprevui vvgyg
ij

∏⋅ ∈  is a valid Diffie-Hellman tuple. 
Multisignature generation: For a message m to be signed, each Qui ∈  performs the following steps 
in accordance with Λ :  

Step 1. Compute )(mHM = . 
Step 2. Verify jσ  from precedent signer ju , for all )( ij uprevu ∈ , by checking if 

),,,( jj Mvg σ  is a valid Diffie-Hellman tuple. 
Step 3. Compute i

ij
x

juprevui M )( )( σσ ∏⋅= ∈ , where 10 =σ . 
Finally, juprevuQ j

σσ ∏=
∝∈ )(  serves as the structured multisignature generated by all 

Qui ∈ . 
Multisignature verification: For a message m and the structured multisignature Qσ  generated by all 

Qui ∈  in accordance with Λ , the verifier checks if )),(,,( QQ mHvg σ  is a valid Diffie-Hellman 
tuple. 
 
4 Discussions 

For the structured multisignature scheme, there are several possible attacks as proposed in [1] and 
[9], and they can be divided into outsider attack and insider attack. The outsider attack means that an 
adversary is not a signer in the group },...,,{ 21 nuuuQ =  and he/she wants to forge a multisignature 
for some message with any signing structure Λ . We consider the insider attack into two cases: (1), 
Some malicious signers want to forge a multisignature for some message with any signing structure Λ ; 
(2), Some malicious signers want to change the signing structure Λ  for a message. In the followings, 
we will show that our new structured multisignature scheme is secure against these attacks.  

If there is an adversary (not in the signing group Q) who wants to forge the multisignature of the 
message m for the signing structure Λ , in other words, the adversary knows ),( Qvg  and wants to find 

Qσ , such that )),(,,( QQ mHvg σ  is a valid Diffie-Hellman tuple. In fact, this is equal to forge Boneh 
et al.'s GDH signature scheme with the public key Qv . Therefore, based on that Boneh et al.'s 
signature scheme is proven to be secure against existential forgery on adaptively chosen message under 
the hardness assumption of CDH problem in G and the random oracle model, the outsider attack is 
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infeasible. 
For the insider attack, once all co-signers collude, they can generate a structured multisignature 

via a completely reverse order to the predefined signing structure. However, it is reasonable that once 
all co-signers collude, the actual signing order will no longer a restriction to any individual co-signers. 
We assume that at least one of the co-signers in the signing group is honest. For the first case of insider 
attack that some malicious signers may try to forge a multisignature for a message m′  with signing 
structure Λ , we assume that they have had honest signers’ some partial signatures of some messages. 
Then, with these partial signatures and honest signers’ public keys, these malicious signers may try to 
obtain the forged signatures of message m′  or to derive honest signers’ secret keys. However, 
deducing the secret key ix  from the public key ix

i gy =  requires the ability to solve the discrete 
logarithm problem in G. On the other hand, since each signer uses Boneh et al.'s GDH signature 
scheme to generate the partial signature, and as stated that Boneh et al.'s GDH signature scheme is 
non-forgeable, this attack is infeasible. 

Now we consider another case of insider attack: Some malicious signers have had a structured 
multisignature of a message m with the signing structure Λ , but they want to change the signing 
structure from Λ  to Λ′ , which has never appeared before. To conduct such attempt, these malicious 
signers have to construct this new signing structure Λ′  firstly. Since a valid signing structure can only 
be constructed by the cooperation of all Qui ∈  that all of them must agree upon to the structure in 
advance, we can declare that this attack is not workable. Note that the signing structure consists of the 
signature verification keys of all signers, the signature verification key for each of signers is generated 
using their secret key, and each individual signature verification key can be verified. Thus, we can 
assume that these malicious signers have had another signing structure Λ′  and they want to obtain the 
partial signature of an honest signer for messages m. However, this attack is equal to forge Boneh et 
al.'s GDH signature scheme, so, we say that this attack is infeasible, too. 

Next, we consider the efficiency of the proposed structured multisignature scheme. As in Boneh 
et al.’s GDH signature scheme, the proposed scheme can be realized by pairings on elliptic curves. 
Thus, the signature verification that checks the validity of the Diffie-Hellman tuple )),(,,( σmHvg  
can be efficiently achieved by testing if ))(,(ˆ),(ˆ mHvege =σ , where ê  is a modified Weil pairing as 
defined in [2]. Moreover, like Boneh et al.s scheme [2], the signature size of our multisignature can be 
efficiently reduced to very short, e.g. 160 bits for equivalent security to a 320-bit DSA. Thanks to the 
underlying GDH signature scheme it turns out that our proposed structured multisignature scheme is 
simpler and more efficient than existed schemes [1]. 
 
5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed a new structured multisignature scheme from the Gap 
Diffie-Hellman group. Besides achieving signature authenticity and message integrity as in ordinary 
signature schemes, the proposed scheme can further assure that the predefined signing structure has 
been strictly followed in the signature verification process. We have shown that the proposed scheme is 
secure against the insider attack as well as the outsider attack. Due to the underlying GDH group, our 
scheme has the merits of simplicity in construction and efficiency in key size and in computational 
cost.  
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